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A new edition of a popular college reference features
thirty percent new articles addressing current issues of
contemporary sociology, from politics and religion to
crime and poverty, in a volume that links each article to
related chapters in widely used introductory textbooks.
Original. 35,000 first printing.
This introductory text offers a dual emphasis on
individual and structural sociology, as well as
emphasizing culture, everyday life and a use of down-toearth examples. Each chapter ends with a question-andanswer review. A companion website with online study
guide is available.
Down to Earth Sociology: 14th EditionIntroductory
Readings, Fourteenth EditionSimon and Schuster
A down-to-earth approach to sociology REVEL(TM) for
Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach, Thirteenth Edition
highlights the sociology of everyday life and its relevance
to students' lives. Throughout the text, author James
Henslin shares the excitement of sociology through his
acclaimed down-to-earth approach and personal writing
style. Six central themes help stimulate students'
sociological imaginations: a down-to-earth approach,
globalization, cultural diversity, critical thinking, the new
technology, and the influence of the mass media on our
lives. The Thirteenth Edition has been extensively
revised to include contemporary examples and fresh
topics that bring sociology to life. REVEL is Pearson's
newest way of delivering our respected content. Fully
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digital and highly engaging, REVEL replaces the
textbook and gives students everything they need for the
course. Informed by extensive research on how people
read, think, and learn, REVEL is an interactive learning
environment that enables students to read, practice, and
study in one continuous experience -- for less than the
cost of a traditional textbook. NOTE: REVEL is a fully
digital delivery of Pearson content. This ISBN is for the
standalone REVEL access card. In addition to this
access card, you will need a course invite link, provided
by your instructor, to register for and use REVEL.
Essentials of Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach is
heralded by students and instructors alike as the most
friendly and inviting introduction to sociology available.
James Henslin guides students on an intellectual voyage
through through the sociological imagination, helping
them better understanding both themselves and their
world. With humor, personal reflection and illuminating
examples, he shares with readers his passion for
sociology. Six central themes run throughout the text:
down-to-earth sociology, globalization, cultural diversity,
critical thinking, the new technology and the influence of
mass media on everyday life. Each of these themes is
reflected in the central narrative, in boxed features
throughout the text, and in MySocLab. Essentials of
Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach 9th edition is the
first edition of Henslin's to feature integration with
MySocLab. MySocLab now features diagnostic quizzing,
Social Explorer activities, The Way We Live video
actitivies, links to The Social Lens blog, and over 100
primary source readings.
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A sociological understanding of social problems. Social
Problems: A Down to Earth Approach, 11/e is a
theoretically balanced text that provides the latest
research and a consistent structure to help students
analyze critical social problems facing the United States.
The author presents both sides of an argument with a
neutral voice and uses a "down-to-earth" writing style. By
using this text, not only do students gain a sociological
understanding of social problems, but also they are able
to explore and evaluate their own opinions about specific
social problems. They will gain a greater awareness of
the social forces that shape their orientations to social
problems and their perspectives on social life. The ideas
in this book penetrate students’ thinking and help give
shape to their views of the world. MySocLab for Social
Problems features an engaging student experience
including an interactive eText, the New Core Concepts
Video Series, the New Social Explorer. Teaching &
Learning Experience Personalize Learning – MySocLab
is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment
program. It helps students prepare for class and
instructor gauge individual and class performance.
Improve Critical Thinking – Thinking Critically About the
Chapter – At the end of each chapter are several
questions designed to help students evaluate what they
have read. These questions also lend themselves well
for stimulating class discussions. Engage Students
–Opening Vignette – Intended to arouse student interest
in the social problem and to stimulate the desire to read
more, this brief opening story presents essential
elements of the social problem. Explore Research
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–Spotlight on Research boxes – Major researchers in
social problems share an insider's perspective of how
they became interested in a social problem and how they
did their research Explore Theory – The three basic
theories – Symbolic interaction theory, functional theory,
and conflict theory— are introduced early in the text;
giving students the opportunity t immediately grasp the
differences of these theories. Support Instructors –
MySocLab, Instructor’s eText, Instructor’s Manual, Test
Item File, Electronic “MyTest” Test Bank, PowerPoint
Presentation Slides, and Pearson Custom course
material are available. Note: MySocLab does not come
automatically packaged with this text. To purchase
MySocLab, please visit: www.mysoclab.com or you can
purchase a ValuePack of the text + NEW MySocLab (at
no additional cost): ValuePack ISBN-10: 0205965121 /
ValuePack ISBN-13: 9780205965120.
A sociological understanding of social problems. Social
Problems: A Down to Earth Approach, 11/e is a
theoretically balanced text that provides the latest
research and a consistent structure to help students
analyze critical social problems facing the United States.
The author presents both sides of an argument with a
neutral voice and uses a "down-to-earth" writing style. By
using this text, not only do students gain a sociological
understanding of social problems, but also they are able
to explore and evaluate their own opinions about specific
social problems. They will gain a greater awareness of
the social forces that shape their orientations to social
problems and their perspectives on social life. The ideas
in this book penetrate students' thinking and help give
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shape to their views of the world. MySocLab for Social
Problems features an engaging student experience
including an interactive eText, the New Core Concepts
Video Series, the New Social Explorer. Teaching &
Learning Experience Personalize Learning – MySocLab
is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment
program. It helps students prepare for class and
instructor gauge individual and class performance.
Improve Critical Thinking – Thinking Critically About the
Chapter – At the end of each chapter are several
questions designed to help students evaluate what they
have read. These questions also lend themselves well
for stimulating class discussions. Engage Students
–Opening Vignette – Intended to arouse student interest
in the social problem and to stimulate the desire to read
more, this brief opening story presents essential
elements of the social problem. Explore Research
–Spotlight on Research boxes – Major researchers in
social problems share an insider's perspective of how
they became interested in a social problem and how they
did their research Explore Theory – The three basic
theories – Symbolic interaction theory, functional theory,
and conflict theory— are introduced early in the text;
giving students the opportunity t immediately grasp the
differences of these theories. Support Instructors –
MySocLab, Instructor's eText, Instructor's Manual, Test
Item File, Electronic “MyTest” Test Bank, PowerPoint
Presentation Slides, and Pearson Custom course
material are available. Note: MySocLab does not come
automatically packaged with this text. To purchase
MySocLab, please visit: www.mysoclab.com or you can
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purchase a ValuePack of the text + NEW MySocLab (at
no additional cost): ValuePack ISBN-10: 0205965121 /
ValuePack ISBN-13: 9780205965120.
This third edition of Sociology of Religion introduces
students to key principles in the sociological
understanding of religion, with revisions and updates
throughout. The book offers an overview of the nature
and function of religious institutions and practices, asking
sociological questions about the changing role of religion
in today’s “post-traditional” world. After an introduction
to the many facets of religion and key theories for its
study, the book examines central themes such as
changes in religious life in the United States; the
intersections between religion, social class, and power
and between gender, sexuality, and religion;
globalization and religion; religion in mass media; and
more. The third edition features new material on the
relationship of race and ethnicity to religion, the
perceived rises of both secularism and fundamentalism,
and the role of religion in public debates on sexuality.
Sociology of Religion addresses both the foundations of
the field and the profound changes it has undergone,
placing new examples against their historical
background. Charts, photos, down-to-earth examples,
and a readable style make the book an ideal introduction
for students.
For thirty-five years and through thirteen editions, Jim
Henslin's Down to Earth Sociology has opened new
windows onto the social realities that shape our world.
Now in its fourteenth edition, the most popular anthology
in sociology includes new articles on our changing world
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while also retaining its classic must-read essays.
Focusing on social interaction in everyday life, the fortysix selections bring students face-to-face with the twin
projects of contemporary sociology: understanding the
individual's experience of society and analyzing social
structure. The fourteenth edition's exceptional new
readings include selections on the role of sympathy in
everyday life, mistaken perceptions of the American
family, the effects of a criminal record on getting a job,
and the major social trends affecting our future. Together
with these essential new articles, the selections by Peter
Berger, Herbert Gans, Erving Goffman, Donna Eder,
Zella Luria, C. Wright Mills, Deborah Tannen, Barrie
Thorne, Sidney Katz, Philip Zimbardo, and many others
provide firsthand reporting that gives students a sense of
"being there." Henslin also explains basic methods of
social research, providing insight into how sociologists
explore the social world. The selections in Down to Earth
Sociology highlight the most significant themes of
contemporary sociology, ranging from the sociology of
gender, power, politics, and religion to the contemporary
crises of racial tension, crime, rape, poverty, and
homelessness.
Delaney offers a unique and entertaining look at many
sociologically relevant social topics covered in the
popular Seinfeld television sitcom....the book has a
number of strengths....[he] does such an excellent job
describing each segment, including giving the necessary
background information, that even students who are
unfamiliar with the show could easily follow along....the
book is written in a very clear, understandable, and downPage 7/24
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to-earth style that would most likely be a welcome relief
for most students from the standard textbook
format....finally, the book and its many Seinfeld examples
are entertaining. At various points while reading I found
myself laughing out loud....it would probably be
extremely useful for popular culture, media and society,
and similar courses.-Teaching Sociology, Journal of the
American Sociological AssociationThis book is an
engaging and entertaining way to learn basic sociological
concepts and perspectives. Tim knows his sociology and
knows his Seinfeld. He writes in a jargon-free, readerfriendly style, whether the reader is a student in an
introductory sociology course, an advanced sociology
student, or just a fan of Seinfeld. Tim is truly master of
his domain. No yadda-yadda here. You'll be amazed at
what Seinfeld and Delaney can teach you about work,
gender, sex, crime, family, religion, sports, aging, and
death. I recommend this book to everyone interested in
painlessly learning more about the sociologist's take on
life.-Norm Weiner, Distinguished Service Professor of
Sociology, State University of New York at
OswegoDelaney takes a brilliant approach to
understanding sociology, one that students will both
enjoy and understand. Through episodes of Seinfeld,
Delaney illustrates sociology to the reader that any
audience can identify with. Pairing sociological concepts
with Seinfeld's humor he creates Seinology. In doing this
Tim Delaney takes us through the major fields in the
discipline providing real examples of how sociology can
be seen in daily activities. This book would make an
excellent reader for any introduction to sociology or
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media class.-Cherylynn Bassani, Ph.D., Researcher and
Instructor, University of British ColumbiaSociologist and
avid Seinfeld fan, Tim Delaney explores what
sociologists and all interested readers can learn about
themselves and their society from this tremendously
popular sitcom. His work represents a fascinating blend
of popular and contemporary culture with the keen
observations of a scholar trained to assess social
behavior. Delaney uses excerpts from many of the nowclassic episodes to illustrate key facets of social
interaction. In fifteen chapters, amusingly titled after
some of the show's famous incidents, he reviews what
its characters teach us about ourselves and the complex
society in which we live.Fans of Seinfeld will enjoy
reliving their fondest memories associated with each
episode. Students and laypersons alike will learn basic
sociological concepts and theories in this jargonfree
work. Seinology provides Seinfeld fans an opportunity to
view this brilliant television show through the
sociologist's well-trained eye.Tim Delaney is assistant
professor of sociology at the State University of New
York at Oswego.
The Gospel According to Mamma is a collection of
twenty-one extraordinary lessons the author learned
from her charming and captivating mamma. These
“mamma teachings” are packed with sassy inspiration,
practical insights and real-life anecdotes. Leaving
Georgia with her mamma late one September night
when her daddy was en route to end their lives marked
the beginning of a lifetime of instruction. How to maintain
faith in God and yourself, love the hell out of folks and be
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happy when there's no obvious reason to be are just a
few of the messages you'll find in this book. PRAISE
FOR THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MAMMA
“Annette’s first book is a winner! She picked the perfect
subject – her irrepressibly joyous mother, who has given
her daughter important and inspiring words of wisdom to
cherish. If you yearn to help your daughter navigate life
experiences with assurance and spunk, give her The
Gospel According to Mamma.” —Mary Jo Beebe,
coauthor of Jesus’ Healings and New Testament
Healings “If only there were more mothers like Annette
Bridges’ mamma: always encouraging, always believing
the best of her children, a ‘steel magnolia’ whose
motherly advice is based on the Bible and common
sense. Remembering events in her own past, Annette
gives us 21 valuable life lessons based on the wisdom of
her indefatigable Southern mamma.”–Renee Corley,
former editor at UPI’s religionandspirituality.com “Once
you get to the end of reading about Mamma and her
wonderful lessons, you will walk away a little wiser.
Annette puts life in perspective. She lives a fulfilling life,
just as her Mamma taught her. Whether to find your faith,
believe in your self or master the ability to see the good
in others, Mamma lessons help you find the positive.
There is much to learn from these strong and inspiring
women.” —SingleMom.com “A look into the heart and
soul of Annette Bridges. It could be anyone’s story, but it
couldn’t be told any better.” —Bob Belcher, Managing
Editor, Corsicana Daily Sun “For anyone who has ever
had a mother (and you know who you are), synthesizing
that experience can leave many of us speechless. It is
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‘good news’ that Annette Bridges is at no loss for
words. She liberally shares her mom’s gospel in deep
drafts of down-to-earth good sense and faith, liberally
laced with Southern humor.” —Susan J. Cobb, author of
Virgin Territory: How I Found My Inner Guadalupe
“Irresistibly heartfelt. Perfect for all mothers and
daughters, past, present and future!” —Jennifer Bridges,
author’s daughter and Ph.D. student “I have been
hearing stories about Nellie, Annette’s Mamma for the
last 25 years. Annette makes you feel like you are sitting
down with her in her ranch house or on that beach she
talks about going to while she shares her Mamma with
you from her perspective, with the insights she has
gained over her lifetime. I hope you enjoy getting to know
Nellie and Annette, 2 Georgia peaches transplanted to
Texas. I love the way Annette brings the Bible into her
daily life and shares it with us so that we can feel the
love of God that is so present today in her life and
illustrates how the Bible can show us how to go in ours.
Way to go Girlfriend… you finally did it! You wrote a book
and it’s a winner! I can’t wait to share this with my
family and friends!” —Kathy Glover, friend to both
Annette and her mamma
A Down-to-Earth Approach ¿ James Henslin shares the
excitement of sociology with his acclaimed down-to-earth
approach and personal writing style. Sociology: A Downto-Earth Approach, 12/e highlights the sociology of
everyday life and its relevance to students' lives. Six
central themes help students stimulate their sociological
imagination: down-to-earth sociology, globalization,
cultural diversity, critical thinking, the new technology,
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and the influence of the mass media on our lives. ¿
MySocLab is an integral part of the Henslin program.
Engaging activities and assessments provide a teaching
and learning system that helps students discover
sociology in their lives. With MySocLab, students can
watch videos on sociological core concepts, explore realworld sociology through the new Social Explorer, and
develop critical thinking skills through writing. ¿ Teaching
and Learning Experience This program will provide a
better teaching and learning experience--for you and
your students. It: Personalizes Learning with MySocLab:
MySocLab is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment program. It helps students prepare for class
and instructor gauge individual and class performance.
Connects with Students: The author's writing style
permeates the vignettes, boxes, stories of personal
experience, and examples of field research in the book.
Encourages Understanding of Diversity: Students will
gain an understanding of how social life is "done" in
other parts of the world as well as examine groups that
make up the fascinating array of people who form the
U.S. population. Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach,
Twelfth Edition is also available via REVEL(tm), an
immersive learning experience designed for the way
today's students read, think, and learn.
A latest edition of readings for the Introductory Sociology
college market features thirty percent new articles that
address current issues of contemporary sociology, from
gender and politics to religion and AIDS, in a collection
complemented by correlating charts that list key
introductory textbooks. Original. 20,000 first printing.
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This best selling comprehensive text shares the
excitement of sociology with the acclaimed "down-toearth" approach that highlights the sociology of everyday
life. The 8th Edition of this highly regarded text retains all
the features that have made previous editions so
successful. The author has a unique ability to engage
students without sacrificing content or talking down to
them. With wit, personal reflection, and illuminating
examples, Henslin shares his passion for sociology with
his readers like no other author of an introductory text
can.

A scientific response to the best-selling The Bell
Curve which set off a hailstorm of controversy upon
its publication in 1994. Much of the public reaction to
the book was polemic and failed to analyse the
details of the science and validity of the statistical
arguments underlying the books conclusion. Here, at
last, social scientists and statisticians reply to The
Bell Curve and its conclusions about IQ, genetics
and social outcomes.
Based on an industrial relations case study
conducted in a British Steel plant in the north east
coast iron and steel industry, this book, first
published in 1976, is an account of the application of
sociological concepts and ideas to the process of
social relations between employer and employee,
and between all types of workers in industrial
organisations.
A Down-to-Earth Approach James Henslin shares
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the excitement of sociology with his acclaimed downto-earth approach and personal writing style.
Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach, 12/e,
highlights the sociology of everyday life and its
relevance to students' lives. Six central themes help
students stimulate their sociological imagination:
down-to-earth sociology, globalization, cultural
diversity, critical thinking, the new technology, and
the influence of the mass media on our lives.
MySocLab is an integral part of the Henslin program.
Engaging activities and assessments provide a
teaching and learning system that helps students
discover sociology in their lives. With MySocLab,
students can watch videos on sociological core
concepts, explore real-world sociology through the
new Social Explorer, and develop critical thinking
skills through writing. This title is available in a
variety of formats and prices – digital and print.
Pearson offers its titles on the devices students love
through Pearson's MyLab products, CourseSmart,
Amazon, and more. This Book a la Carte Edition is
an unbound, three-hole punched, loose-leaf version
of the textbook and provides students the
opportunity to personalized their book by
incorporating their own notes and taking the portion
of the book they need to class – all at a fraction of
the bound book price.
This brief and economical reader, edited by Jim
Henslin, is specifically designed to be used as a
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companion to "Sociology: A Down-to-Earth
Approach," Eighth Edition. There is one reading per
text chapter, including a selection to accompany the
online chapter, "The Sociology of Human Sexuality."
Readings New To This Edition The Hmong Meet the
Melting Pot / Anne Fadiman Diary of a Homeless
Man / John R. Coleman Fraternities and Rape
Culture / A. Ayres Boswell and Joan Z. Spade The
Uses of Poverty: The Poor Pay All / Herbert J. Gans
How the Jews Became White Folks / Karen Brodkin
College Athletes and Role Conflict / Peter Adler and
Patricia A. Adler Border Blues: The Dilemma of
Illegal Immigration / Farai Chideya
This edited collection offers an in-depth analysis of
the complex and changing relationship between the
arts and their markets. Highly relevant to almost any
sociological exploration of the arts, this interaction
has long been approached and studied. However,
rapid and far-reaching economic changes have
recently occurred. Through a number of new
empirical case studies across multiple artistic,
historic and geographical settings, this volume
illuminates the developments of various art markets,
and their sociological analyses. The contributions
include chapters on artistic recognition and
exclusion, integration and self-representation in the
art market, sociocultural changes, the role of the
gallery owner, and collectives, rankings, and
constraints across the cultural industries. Drawing on
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research from Japan, Switzerland, France, Italy,
China, the US, UK, and more, this rich and global
perspective challenges current debates surrounding
art and markets, and will be an important reference
point for scholars and students across the sociology
of arts, cultural sociology and culture economy.
Elites have always ruled – wielding inordinate power
and wealth, taking decisions that shape life for the
rest. In good times the ‘1%’ can hide their privilege,
or use growing social mobility and economic
prosperity as a justification. When times get tougher
there’s a backlash. So the first years of the twentyfirst century – a time of financial crashes, oligarchy
and corruption in the West; persistent poverty in the
south; and rising inequality everywhere – have
brought elites and ‘establishments’ under
unprecedented fire. Yet those swept to power by this
discontent are themselves a part of the elite,
attacking from within and extending rather than
ending its agenda. The New Power Elite shows how
major political and social change is typically driven
by renegade elite fractions, who co-opt or sideline
elites’ traditional enemies. It is the first book to
combine the politics, economics, sociology and
history of elite rule to present a compact,
comprehensive account of who’s at the top, and
why we let them get there.
This brief and economical reader, edited by Jim
Henslin, is specifically designed to be used as a
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companion to Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach,
Seventh Edition.
A Down-to-Earth Approach ¿ James Henslin shares the
excitement of sociology in Essentials of Sociology: A Down-toEarth Approach, 11/e. With his acclaimed "down-to-earth"
approach and personal writing style, the author highlights the
sociology of everyday life and its relevance to students' lives.
With wit, personal reflection, and illuminating examples,
Henslin stimulates students' sociological imagination so they
can better perceive how the pieces of society fit together. In
addition to this trademark down-to-earth approach, other
distinctive features include: comparative perspectives, the
globalization of capitalism, and visual presentations of
sociology. ¿ MySocLab is an integral part of the Henslin
learning program. Engaging activities and assessments
provide a teaching a learning system that helps students see
the world through a sociological lens. With MySocLab,
students can develop critical thinking skills through writing,
explore real-world data through the new Social Explorer, and
watch the latest entries in the Core Concept Video Series. ¿
This program will provide a better teaching and learning
experience--for you and your students. It: Personalizes
Learning with MySocLab: MySocLab is an online homework,
tutorial, and assessment program. It helps students prepare
for class and instructor gauge individual and class
performance. Explores a A Down-to-Earth Approach: This title
highlights the sociology of everyday life and its relevance to
students' lives. Improves Critical Thinking: Features
throughout help build critical thinking skills. Understands
Social Change: An important theme of the text, social change
over time, examines what society was previously like, how it
has changed, and what the implications are for the present
and future. Essentials of Sociology: A Down-to-Earth
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Approach, Eleventh Edition is also available via REVEL(tm),
an immersive learning experience designed for the way
today's students read, think, and learn. Learn more.
ALERT:¿Before you purchase, check with your instructor or
review your course syllabus to ensure that you¿select the
correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not
transferable. In addition,¿you may need a CourseID, provided
by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products. ¿ Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when
purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson;
check with the seller before completing your purchase. ¿
Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with
an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access
code. ¿ Access codes Access codes that are purchased from
sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either
the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with
the seller prior to purchase. ¿ ¿
International relations theorists are increasingly turning to
historical sociology as a means both of broadening and
refining their discipline, and critiquing mainstream thinking.
Nevertheless, there is still only a rudimentary understanding
of what historical sociology is and what it can offer the
subject. This book acts as a manifesto for historical sociology,
considering a range of issues, including accounts of the major
variants of historical sociology; how they can be applied to
international relations; why international relations theorists
should engage with these approaches; and how historical
sociological insight can enhance and reconfigure the study of
international relations. In addition to describing the seven
major approaches - neo-Weberianism, constructivisim, critical
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historical materialism, critical theory, postmodernism,
structural realism and World Systems theory - the volume s
introductory and concluding chapters set out in detail an
approach and research agenda that revolve around what the
editors call world sociology .
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great
book for every reader.
0133965481 / 9780133965483 Sociology: A Down-to-Earth
Approach, Books a la Carte Edition & REVEL -- Access Card
-- for Sociology Down-to-Earth Package Package consists of:
0133890295 / 9780133890297 REVEL -- Access Card -- for
Sociology Down-to-Earth 0205991890 / 9780205991891
Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach, Books a la Carte
Edition
For courses in Introductory Sociology A down-to-earth
approach to sociology Essentials of Sociology: A Down-toEarth Approach highlights the sociology of everyday life and
its relevance to students’ lives. With wit, personal reflection,
and illuminating examples, author James Henslin stimulates
students’ sociological imaginations so they can better
perceive how the pieces of society fit together. Six central
themes guide students through this concise overview of the
discipline: a down-to-earth approach, globalization, cultural
diversity, critical thinking, the new technology, and the
influence of the mass media on our lives. The Twelfth Edition
has been extensively revised to include contemporary
examples and fresh topics that bring sociology to life. Also
available with MySocLab® MySocLab for the Introductory
Sociology course extends learning online to engage students
and improve results. Media resources with assignments bring
concepts to life, and offer students opportunities to practice
applying what they’ve learned. Please note: this version of
MySocLab does not include an eText. Essentials of
Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach, Twelfth Edition is also
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available via REVEL™, an interactive learning environment
that enables students to read, practice, and study in one
continuous experience. Note: You are purchasing a
standalone product; MyLab™ & Mastering™ does not come
packaged with this content. Students, if interested in
purchasing this title with MyLab & Mastering, ask your
instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID.
Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more
information. If you would like to purchase both the physical
text and MyLab & Mastering, search for: 0134495926 /
9780134495927 Essentials of Sociology: A Down-to-Earth
Approach plus MySocLab® for Introductory Sociology —
Access Card Package, 12/e Package consists of:
0134205588 / 9780134205588 Essentials of Sociology: A
Down-to-Earth Approach, 12/e 0133878104 /
9780133878103 MySocLab for Introductory Sociology Access
Card
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or
review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the
correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not
transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided
by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when
purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson;
check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used
or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an
access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access
code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from
sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either
the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with
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the seller prior to purchase. -- A Down-to-Earth Approach
James Henslin shares the excitement of sociology in
Essentials of Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach, 11/e.
With his acclaimed "down-to-earth" approach and personal
writing style, the author highlights the sociology of everyday
life and its relevance to students' lives. With wit, personal
reflection, and illuminating examples, Henslin stimulates
students' sociological imagination so they can better perceive
how the pieces of society fit together. In addition to this
trademark down-to-earth approach, other distinctive features
include: comparative perspectives, the globalization of
capitalism, and visual presentations of sociology. MySocLab
is an integral part of the Henslin learning program. Engaging
activities and assessments provide a teaching a learning
system that helps students see the world through a
sociological lens. With MySocLab, students can develop
critical thinking skills through writing, explore real-world data
through the new Social Explorer, and watch the latest entries
in the Core Concept Video Series. This title is available in a
variety of formats - digital and print. Pearson offers its titles on
the devices students love through Pearson's MyLab products,
CourseSmart, Amazon, and more. 0133810607 /
9780133810608 Essentials of Sociology Plus NEW
MySocLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package
Package consists of 0133803546 / 9780133803549
Essentials of Sociology 0205206530 / 9780205206537 NEW
MySocLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card
A Down-to-Earth Approach ¿ James Henslin shares the
excitement of sociology with his acclaimed down-to-earth
approach and personal writing style. Sociology: A Down-toEarth Approach, 12/e highlights the sociology of everyday life
and its relevance to students’ lives. Six central themes help
students stimulate their sociological imagination: down-toearth sociology, globalization, cultural diversity, critical
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thinking, the new technology, and the influence of the mass
media on our lives. ¿ MySocLab is an integral part of the
Henslin program. Engaging activities and assessments
provide a teaching and learning system that helps students
discover sociology in their lives. With MySocLab, students
can watch videos on sociological core concepts, explore realworld sociology through the new Social Explorer, and develop
critical thinking skills through writing. ¿ Teaching and
Learning Experience This program will provide a better
teaching and learning experience—for you and your students.
It: Personalizes Learning with MySocLab: MySocLab is an
online homework, tutorial, and assessment program. It helps
students prepare for class and instructor gauge individual and
class performance. Connects with Students: The author’s
writing style permeates the vignettes, boxes, stories of
personal experience, and examples of field research in the
book. Encourages Understanding of Diversity: Students will
gain an understanding of how social life is “done” in other
parts of the world as well as examine groups that make up
the fascinating array of people who form the U.S. population.
Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach, Twelfth Edition is also
available via REVEL™, an immersive learning experience
designed for the way today's students read, think, and learn.

Revised edition of the author's Down to earth sociology,
2007.
This brief and economical reader, edited by James M.
Henslin, is especially designed to be used as a
companion to "Essentials of Sociology: A Down-to-Earth
Approach." There is one reading per text chapter,
including a selection to accompany the online chapter,
"The Sociology of Human Sexuality." Readings New to
This Edition "Hooking Up on the Internet" by Helen M.
Lawson and Kira Leck"Becoming a Hit Man" by Ken
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Levi"Job on the Line" by William M. Adler"Invisible Man"
by Lawrence Otis Graham"Social Class and
Childrearing" by Annette Lareau"Still Separate, Still
Unequal" by Jonathan Kozol"Border Blues: The Dilemma
of Illegal Immigration" by Farai Chideya Order separately
or valuepack with "Essentials of ""Sociology: A Down-toEarth Approach," Eighth Edition for $5 net. Valuepack
ISBN: 0-205For courses in Introductory Sociology A down-to-earth
approach to sociology With Revel(TM) Sociology: A
Down-to-Earth Approach , author Jim Henslin takes
students on an intellectual adventure of discovery
through firsthand accounts of his travels around the
world, original photographs, and personal reflections.
Using his hallmark down-to-earth approach, Henslin
presents a relatable, sincere, student-friendly narrative
that centers around a traditional three-perspectives
framework. Available for Fall 2020 classes, the Digital
Update includes coverage of contemporary topics -including the latest developments in technology, health,
and medicine -- to help students gain a better
understanding of both society and themselves. Revel is
Pearson's newest way of delivering our respected
content. Fully digital and highly engaging, Revel replaces
the textbook and gives students everything they need for
the course. Informed by extensive research on how
people read, think, and learn, Revel is an interactive
learning environment that enables students to read,
practice, and study in one continuous experience -- for
less than the cost of a traditional textbook. NOTE: Revel
is a fully digital delivery of Pearson content. This ISBN is
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for the standalone Revel access card. In addition to this
access card, you will need a course invite link, provided
by your instructor, to register for and use Revel.
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